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Aerodynamic Design of Wingfets for a
Standard-Class Glider

Udo Drebl er

Presented at the XVIIIth 0STIV Congress
Hobbs, New l4exico, U. S.A., l9B3

At the l98l llorld Championships in Paderborn, the nenbers of the French National
team surprised their coflpetitors with winglets mounted on their gljders. There
wa3 a lot of discussion ;bout the effectiieness of this wing arringemcnt tor high-
performance gliders, This report describes the theoretical effect of different
geonetrical tvinglet parameters on the flight performance of an AS-W l9 glider. A
pronising winglet version was selected, built and neasured in flight by the
Akafl ieg Braunschwei g.

SUI]MAP.Y

INIRODUCTION

At the tip of the wing the pressure
differences between upper and lower
surface can equalize and cause an
airflow tending outboard under the wing,
around the xingtip, and inboard over the
wing. Behind the noving ving these
crossflows roll up to form two lines of
counter rotating vortices. The kinetic
energy in the vortices represent the
work of moving the ving against the drag.

If the build-up of the vortices can be
reduced, the induced drag will be
lessened. This happens, for exanple, in
the so cailed ground-effect wheq a liing
approaches the ground, or during
formation fliqht of nigrating birds on'long 

d i stance trips.
Sinilarly, a small wing attached

approximately perpendicular to the plane
of the wing at the wingtip can impede
the crossflow and thus reduce thts
strength of the trailing vortices.
llnl ike conventional flat end plates,
winqlets are carefully desiqned for the'local fl ov,/ conditions in order to
achieve the benefits of reduced.induced
drag vith a n'ininun penalty due to

additional skin friction, or drag due to
flow separation. Because the ground
clearance of the AS-I'] 19 wing should not
be reduced, only vJinglet configurations
above the wing tip were exanined.

The inportance of the induced drag is
denonstrated in Fig. l. The AS-I 19
total drag coefficient and the
coefficient of drag excluding induced
drag are sholn,

Totd I draq and
j nduced draq of

totn I drdq rni nu 5thc ASL"i- 1 !.



At high lift coefficients, the induced
drag contributes rrtore than 50% to the
total draq, while its influence shrinks
at high flying speeds to about 5% at
Cf = O.Z. Accordingly, the greatest
improvenents from winglets are to be
expected at high lift coefficients, for
example, during thermal ing and at low
cruisi ng speeds. At lower 'lift
coeffi ci ents, the additional skin
friction drag gains inportance, and
below a certain Iift coefficient
outueiqhs the favourdble effect of the
winglets on the induced drag.

THE lill NG lllTH l,JINGLETS

To get an idea of hot{ the Yinglets
affect the lift distribution of the
!,iing, Fig. 2 shows the optimun
circulaLion distribution of a l5-n ving
with 1-n high winglets conpared to an
ellipitical distribution, which is best
for the wing without uinglets. In
addition, the local lift coefficients
and angles of incidence necessary to
achieve thi s circulation distribution
with the A5-l,l 19 wing are shown for a
I ift coefficient of CL = 1"0.

Fig. 2 0ptimlrn cjrculation distribution
for a 15 m wing with 1[] hjgh
winglets and loca1 lift coeffjc-
ients and angles of jncidence to
achi eve this distribLrtion with
the AStrJ-19

The optinum c i rcul ati on distribution
of the winglet configuration does not
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differ significantly fron the dotted
I ine denoting the ellipitical
distribution in the inner part of the
wing. Approximately at nj dspan,
however, the optinrun winglet circulation
distribution departs fron the elliptical
distribution and maintains a certain
Ievel of circulation at the winqtip,
which is then reduced over the length of
the winqlet to zero at the w'inglet-tip.
The shapc of this optinun cur,/e is
independent from the lift coefficient of
the aircraft. Thus, the optimum
circulation for the winglet depends on
the circulation of the wing, but the
angle of incidence of rigid !iinglets can
only be optinized for one lift
coeffi c i ent of the wing.

For a vinglet with the sane chord
'length at the winglet-root as the
wingtip chord, and a winglet taper-ratio
of ly1 = 0.5, reasonable angles of
incidence of the winglet v/ill be in
betl,reen ewl = 20...50. The
required angle of incidence of the
retrofitted wing does not differ
significantly fron that of the original
AS-W l9 winq. Also, airfoils capable of
achieving a high maximum lift
coefficient in the outer portion of the
wing make the AS-r,,{ l9 a suitable
aircraft for winglets, providinq qood
stall ing characteristics, and offer the
possibility of a hiqher naximun overall
Ii ft coefficient of the aircraft.

The winglet circulation should be
produced with a mininur! anount of skin
friction drag. To keep the vinglet
surface snall, an airfoil is needed
{hich is appropriate for low Reynolds
numbers and high I ift coefficients.
Also, the superposition of the pressure
gracients of the airfoils of the winglet
dnd the wing in the intersection region
should not lead to higher airfoil drdg
or flow separation. This requires
relatively thin. chanrbered airfoil s for
the wi ngl ets. From the ' Stultgart
Airfoil catalog' the FX 60-126 section,
already used as the outboard winq
section of the AS-1,/ 

.]9, vas selected.
It exhibits a relatively high maximun
lift coefficient of clmax = 1.5 at Re

= 500,000 and noderate chord!.rise
pressure gradients in the rear 0f the
ai rfoi I -

Q- 1.4
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CALCULATION PROCEDURE AND RESULTS

The following calculations of the flight
perfonnances of the different winglet
confiquraLions are bdsed on a measured
Doldr of the AS- 19 from 'l976. Because
ihe l'/inglets don't influence the drag of
the fuselage and the inner parts of the
winq, the following calculation is
adequate: the measured total drag of the
AS-[ i9 is reduced by its induced drag
and the airfoii drag o{ the ouler wing,
to form a so-called basic drag level of
the AS-N 19. A potential flow prograrn
calculates the induced drag of the
winolet version, Bdsed on the local
I ifi coefficients and Reynolds nunbers
of the outer wing and liinglets, airfoil
drag is conputed and added to form the
total draq.

The interference drdg of the wing-
winqlet-iunction is suggested to be zero
beciuse a qood fairinq should be pldnned.

Since the speed polars of the
di fferent winglet configurations are
quite sinilar, a few chdracteristic
Doints of the polar are selected to
;omDare the si nk -rdtes or ql i de-rati os.
All fliqht-performances are based on the
'lovrest Dossible wing loading of C/S =

310 N/mz. As parameters representd-
tive of the range of high lift
coeffi ci ents (thermaling and loti
cruisinq speeds), the minimum sink-rate
and the maxirnun glide-ratio are
sel ected. InDrovements achieved here
nainly affect the average cross-country
cruising speed in weak thermdl
conditions. For the upper speed range
used in strong weather conditions, the
sink-rate at 150 kflr/h, corresponding to
lift coefficient of c1 = 0.3, is
considered representative.

INFLUENCE OF THE I,III]GLET HEIGHT ON THE
ffi
0f the parameters examined, the height
of the winglets, hwl , exhibited the
nost inportant inf'luence on the lift
distribution of the wing. The higher
the winglet, the greater is the
equivalent wingspan and the lo\^er the
induced drag. 0n the other hand, skin
friction draq will increase with the
si ze of the winqlets.

Fig. 3 shous the
K , of the AS-l.l 19
fron hwt = 0.0 to

i nduced drag factor,
with t'li ng lets varying
3.00 m-

1

L
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Fig. 3 Induced drag of the ASI,,J-19 !i ith
w'inql ets of di fferent he I !hts .

As expected, the induced drag
diminishes w'ith increasing !,/inglet
height. Allowing for the additional
skin friction draq caused by the
winglets, the flight performance of the
AS-l,l l9 has been conputed and plotted in
Fig. 4, together with performance levels
of the regular AS-I,J l9 and a fictitious
As-H l9 wi th l7-m wingspan. lhe mininum
sink-rate of the AS-I,J l9 can be reduced
with 2.5 n high winglets by 4.3 cm/s to
58.? cn/s. Even if structural and
flutter problems are neglected, such
high winglets rvould not be reasonable
for the whole speed range used in a
cross-country flight. At the speed
corrcsponding to the naxil]rum glide-
ratio, the best results (an increase of
L/Ds6x = 1.6) are achieved vith 2.0 m



high winglets.
hei ght decreases

The optimun wingl et-
wi th rising speed.

l

7-. a,5

Fliqht performances of the Asl'J-i9
l.lith winglets of djfFerent hei!hts
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At about ll5 krn/h, corresponding to a
1i ft coefficient of cL = 0. 5, the
optinum t./inglet heiqht is tero, At
higher speeds any winglet configuration
produces more drag than the regular
AS-W 19. Thus the sink-rate dt 150 krn/h
'increases in direct proportion to the
hei ght of the winglets.

As a good conpromise between the
benefits at low speeds and the losses at
high speeds, l-m high winglets were
selected. At the mininum sink speed
thesc winglets achieve 7/% of Lhe qdin
of the 2.5 m high wingtets, while at
high speeds only a moderdte loss is
i ncurred-

INFLUENCE OF THE l,ilNGLET'S AIIGLE OFffi
As already mentioned, the optimunl
winglet circulation depends on the
circulation of the wing; for'low speeds,
higher lift coefficients on the wing'let
are necessary than for high speeds.
Given the winglet-chord length, the
circulation can be adjusted by the
wi ngl et angle of incidence,

For l-m high winglets with a
taper-ratio oflrl = 6.5 and different
angles of incidence, the induced drag of
the AS-l,l 19 is sholrn in Fig. 5. High

!

K. c"'

- 0,5
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tll
Induced drag of the ASLI-19 wj
m hj gh wi ngl ets of dj fferent
angles of i nc i dence.

Fi g. 4 Fi g. 5 rhl
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angles of winglet incidence cause low
induced drag at high lift coefficients.
At I ov,/ lift coefficients the lift
distribution is so disadvantageous that
even at relatively high lift
coefficients, for example at cL = 0.5
for e vl = 80, the induced drag of
the winqlet configuration is higher thdn
that of the basic AS-1{ 19. 0n the other
hand, winglets with I ol,i angles of
incidence, designed for low lift
coeffic'ients, do not perforn well at
high lift coefficients. In the
FAI -raci ng-cl ass thi s probl em coul d be
solved by a flap on the winglet; in the
Standard Class, however, this would be
outlawed as a lift influencinq device.

The flight perfonnance of these
winglet configurations is shown in Fig.
6. The optirnum dngle of winglet
incidence is close to the incidence for
the minimum induced drag. But at high
I ift coefficients the rapid increase in
skin friction drag shifts the optinum
toward lower angles of incidence. For
the whole range of cross-country flight
speeds, dn angle of incidence of ewi =

3,50 appears to be a reasonable
compronise.

INFLUEIICE OF IIINGLET CAI]T ANGLE

l,lhile until noli only vertical winglet
confi gurdti ons were exami ned, there i s
the possibil ity of canting the winglets
without exceeding l5-m wingspan by
shifting the winglet root inboard. At
the same winglet height, such an
arranaement has d smaller wetted surface
and ihereby less skin f.iction drag than

a vertical vinglet. Furthermore, the
angle of attack of canted winglets
'increases vtith higher wing angles of
attack. This could, especially at high
inclination angles of the !'/in9let, lead
to the desired adaption of the winglet
circulation to the circulation of the
winq.

The induced drag of winglet
confi gurati ons with different cant
anlqei is shown in Fig.7. For any lift
coeificient the induced drag rises with
the inclinat'ion angle of the wing'let. A

uell balanced improvencnt for all lift
coefficients by a higher cant angle does

not appear possible.

L

li'
i.\

J:l i qht performances of the AS{,J-19
w ll I r, " g' ,r'r! e's o, d:,tp.-
ent anqles of jrcjdence.

Fjq. 6



Fig. 7 induced drag of the ASH-I9 \,{ith
m high wjnglets of djfferent
angles of i ncidence.

s
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The flight performances shown in Fig.

I denonstrate that, for high l ift
coefficients, the induced drag of canted
winglets increases faster than the skin
friction drag, assoc'iated with the
uetted surface area, decreases, 0nly at
high speeds do incl ined winglets appear
to be advantageous, flut, if the
'incl ined i{inglets are conpared dith
vertical winglets of the same wetted
surface area, snal ler vertical winglets
appear to be superior at all lift
coeffi c i ents. Also, the sntaller
vertical winglets have smaller nouents
of inertid about thc yJing spdnwise axis
lrhich deternines, in this case, the
possibi I i ty of flutter.

VARIATION OF OTHER WII{GLET PARAI4ETERS

A further possibility of reducing
winglet area and thereby skin friction
drag is to increase the riinglet aspect
ratio, In order to maintain the lvinglet
circulation with smal ler chords, the
lift coefficients, and thus the angles

€,,.J,5'

] :li: -

/l\l\
1r.\
i

Fl jqlrt perlornnnces of th-" A5ll 19
nJ, 1 1 ,.. r rrir ttor., .l d .lp -
ent afrlles of jncl ination.

F c. 8
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of incidence of the winglet, need to De

i ncreased. [Jecreasing Reynolds numbers
and increasing I i ft coefficients brings
the airfoil close to its naximum lift
coefficient, which is associated with
extraordi nary h igh profi I e drag
coeffici ents. Also, this overall
inDrovenent in induced draq decreases
with increasing l'ift coefficients of the
wi nql et, Therefore, no significant
improvement is achieved by the reduction
of winqlet-chord length. A winglet
ai rfoi I wi th other I i ft-drag-
characteristics would lead to a slightly
di fferent optinum chord length.

Also, a variation of the \{inglets'
taper-ratio does not seen to
signi fi cantly affect the flight
performance. At high l ift coefficients,
the reduced skin friction drag of
winglets with a high taper-ratio is
compensated by a higher induced drag.
0nly at high speeds would high
taper-ratio winglets offer a smal l
advantage.

FII,IAL I,JI NGLET SELECTION

choosing the right aspect ratio, as
well as a proper taper-ratio, was
influenced by the need of maintaining,
pdrticuldrly at low speeds, sufficient
difference betveen the actual locdl lift
coefficient and the naximum possible'lift coefficient of the airfoil. Th'is
stall margin is necessary to prevent

fi ow separations throuqh the
superimpos i ti on of the pressure
gradients of wing and winglet airfoils
and to al low for sl ight side sl ip angles

The final winglet configuration vas
especially designed to provide a
constant difference between the mdximunl
obtdinable lift coefficient of the
w'inglet airfoil and the local lift
coefficients encountered by the winglet
at the naximun lift condition for the
ai rcraft.

The viing-winglet-fa'iring is fomed by
a radius of ry1 = 200 nn with such a
distrib.rtion of the angtes of incidence
in the rddius region that a local I ift
coefficient of cl = 1.2 is not
exceeded.

The resulting distribution of the
local lift coefficients over the folded
out wingspan is shown in Fig. q, in
conparison to the regular AS-I,J l9 for
the parti cul ar rnaxiflum I i ft
coefficients. The stal l characteristics
are not affected by the winglets; this
was proved by the flight tests. Also,
in the ning-winqlet-fairiag rFqion no
flow separations were observed during
normal flight naneuvers. The calculated
glide performances are shown in Fig, l0
as a function of the air speed.

Ihe theoretical cal cu l ati ons were
confirned by flight neasurenents of the
AS-l,l l9 with and i,/ithout winqlets as
shown 'in Fig. il.

The influence of the winglets on the

Fi g. 9

Local I ift coefficients
of the ASl,{-19 and the
ASri-19 lijth wi nglets at
the jr particular maximum
Iift coefficients,

- /ialr' irtalhtlnsltls



fl ight mechanic stability derivatives
are based on the fact that the wing with
viinqlets is similar to a wing wi th flore
dih;dral . The ydv induced rolling
nonent of the AS-N 19 is doubled by the
wi nql ets, v/hich incredses the
etf;ctiveness of rudder cont.ol durinq

tl
I

I

I
L

lig. 10 Cdlculated l'ljqht pcrforornnccs
of tire ASlJ-19 wi lh and !,/itfout
r,, i nql ct5 .

ci rcl ing. Furthennore, winglets
produce a direct side force which
stronger sjde slips for landing.
add i ti ona l weathercock stabil ity
the winglets is not significant.

CROSS-COUNTRY CRUISIIIG SPEEDS

To weigh the advantdges of winglets at
low speeds against the disadvantages at
h'igh speeds, the thermal and cross-
country flight mode'ls of Horsbrann and
Quast are used. The hypothetical fliqht
consists of circling in four different
typps of lhemal s ,.:nd (orresponding
cruise-fl iqhts.

The circling performance of the
AS-l'r l9 with dnd \iithout wirglets is
shown in Fig. l2

The reduced drag at low speeds and the
hiqher maxinurn lift coefficient of the
winglet aircraft pennit either 5 to l0
cmls less sinl<-rate for the sane circle
rddius. 0r at the same sink-rate, it
will pernit a I to 2-m narrower circle,
al loui ng the pi I ot greater 91 i di ng
range. In addition, the gradients of
the four hypotheticdl thernal types are
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Fig. 12 Circlin! performance of the ASI'J-

I g wi th and !ii t hout wj ngl ets .

shown to visualise the significant parts
of the ci rcl i ng polar,

The resulting cross-country speeds in
the four thermal types are shown in Fig.
13 as a function of the wing loading.

At the particular optimum uing loading,
the AS-VJ t9 with uingiets is faster in
all thermal types than the regular AS-hl.]9, 

The best results are achieved in
the narrou, lreak A!-type thermals, But
even in the strong, 82-type thermals,
there is still a sl ight improvement.
oenerally, winglets are better in
coabination with h'igh v/ing loadings,
because then the cruise portion is not
only flovn at higher speeds, but also at
higher lift coefficients where induced
drag is nore'ii'tnificant. Ihis is
inportant since nany conpetition pilots
tend to fly at highcr ltinq loadings than
postul ated in thi s model - Al so, a I ot
of pilots conduct their cruise-fl ights
at d speed lower than the l4dccrpddy
qnFed in order to redch a distdnt
tirermal and thus fly in a speed r.tnge
more advantageous for wingl ets.
Further, in special weather situations,
not considered in the hypothetical
nrodel , like 'parkinq' to wait for
redeve lopi ng thermal dctivity or
crossing an area without any thcnnals,
wi ngl ets prove superior.

c0NcLUsI0N

Theoretical cal cu lati ons verfied by
fl ight neasurenents show perfornance
iriprovenents for a l5-m sailplane by
addition of l-m high winglets at lift
coefficients above cL = 0.5. l'{'inglets
reduced the ninimum sink-rate of the
AS-}l 19 by 3.3 cm/s, inproved the
maximum gl ide-ratio by 1.6 points and
increased the maximum l ift coefficient
of the di rcra I t by cl max - 0.01. Thp
oerforndnce losscs beloti the brcdk-even
iift coefficient (ct = 0.5) are
noderate, so that an overall
improvement, nealsured in terms of
cross-coultry cruising speeds, cdn be
achi eved.

Generally, it should be noted that it
is only reasonable to use lringlets on
gliders with a lirnited wingspan. A l7-m
aircrdft. which probdbly wuuld be pasier
to manufacture, is far superior to a
l5-n aircraft wi th winglets,

Cross coLrntry crui si ng sPeeds
of the ASll 19 with and wr'thout
win!llets over a range of wing
I oadi ngs in four different
types of therfial s .
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